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Ba�ery packed all in one solu�on for oxygen purity measurement. 
over 5 hours of con�nuous measurement with auto fan speed 
control to ensure Zirconium oxygen sensor, safe opera�ng 
temperature. mul� fan speed reduces ba�ery usage to minimum.

Presentation designed by Gaswell graphic design & product design team. All right of 
given information and design schematics are reserved for Gaswell laboratory 
instruments. Gaswell laboratory instruments and its logo are registered marks of 
Gaswell corporation. Real product hardware specics and enclosure may differ from 
given on this document duo to production capabilities and order customizations.

Heavy-duty portable bag

7000 mA lithium-ion ba�ery

Mul� fan speed
Sensor temperature control

Fast O2 purity detec�on

Professional, compact design
High reliability Zirconia oxygen sensor
0.1% to 100% O2 purity measurement display

Ba�ery charge display

Switch secured calibra�on func�on

Comprehensive calibra�on guidance on text display
Large and clear text LED display

Recalibra�on with reference 100% purity O2
Built in charger



durable, fast
easy to use
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and now extending its market with new products and high-tech 
customiza�on services. Gaswell innova�ve products been used 
24-7 last 15 years.
The company rides the road f innova�on, technology and usage 
simplicity. 

Gaswell laboratory instruments established based on 35 years of 
industrial electronics and measurement systems.

info@gaswell.co

charge,calibrate
measure

Gaswell MAX technology enables military grade 
enclosure design, ba�ery, and portability as well as 
maximum life�me electronic design with high quality 
electronic components.
Gaswell also implemented unique and isolated material 
and components supply chain to ensure the reliability of 
Gaswell MAX product series. 

Gaswell MAX
Gaswell heavy-duty technology 

Compact and self contained devised cancels need 
external components.

With the help of comprehensive and easy to follow 
instruc�ons on device text display the calibra�on process 
will be done straight forward and easily.

Calibra�on steps and delay intervals are guided by smart 
so�ware included in this professional analyzing tool.
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